Whatever your business, the name of the game is moving data efficiently...economically!

And that's what COMPAT Data Terminal™ systems are designed to do...
Data entry is easy with ComEnt by COMPAT.

ComEnt Data Entry System—our unique English language computer program—benefits you because:
...any typist is an operator... anyone is a programmer... complete format control with unlimited designation of forms, restricted field entry, carriage positioning to reduce errors... instant, anytime editing or up-dating eliminates expensive search time.

COMPAT 88-23 Batch Data Terminal contains ComEnt plus a stored-program computer. For greatest convenience, it has a standard typewriter keyboard with just 12 auxiliary keys with clearly defined functions in English identification.

See all COMPAT communications systems at SJCC, booths 1303-5.
...and ComFile, the unique data storage magazine by COMPAT...

ComFile Random Access Magnetic Tape Magazine™ is a completely unprecedented, high reliability data storage system. Data organization is disc-like with 0.5 second access time to any stored block for editing. Accommodates a full day's input (64,000 characters) ... empties within 5 minutes (2000 Baud) to save telephone line charges ... stores format information at highest economy ... unattended send/receive.

COMPAT 88-23 Batch Data Terminal™ combines both ComFile and ComEnt to provide many sophisticated capabilities including easy preparation of user format tapes.

See all COMPAT communications systems at SJCC, booths 1303-5.
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Everything adds up to save you money!

COMPAT 88-23™ is engineered for maximum economy. ComEnt™ lowers operator costs...speeds data input...offers system flexibility...prevents errors...and you don't need a programmer. ComFile provides fast, inexpensive, versatile data storage. Highest speed unattended transmission/reception plus error-checking with automatic retransmission minimize telephone line charges. Single step input provides simultaneous hard copy. The entire system has the versatility to meet data terminal requirements for all industries.

COMPAT customers find our systems more than fulfill their economic requirements—most discover that savings in operator and line charges amount to more than the monthly rental of COMPAT 88-23.

See all COMPAT communications systems at SJCC, booths 1303-5.
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